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A B S T R A C T 
 

 

Introduction:  The ongoing rural doctor workforce shortage continues to stimulate interest in new strategies to alleviate the 

situation. Alongside increasingly promising approaches is the notion that attracting and nurturing the ‘right’ individuals may be 

paramount to achieving long-term success in recruitment and retention. This study compares the patterns of demographic and 

temperament and character trait profiles of general practice registrars in training across three Australian vocational training 

pathways: the Australian College of Rural and Remote Medicine independent rural pathway, and the rural and general pathways of 

Australian general practice training. The aim is to describe the predominant personalities of existing trainees. At its foundation, this 

study strives to obtain more information about those individuals choosing rural practice, which may inform ways to enhance future 

recruitment and training into rural medicine. This rationale has been explored with medical students using intention as the 

dependent variable, but registrars are that much closer to their final career choice, and therefore may provide more practical and 

reliable indicators of the notion of who attracts whom into rural practice. 

Methods:  A cross-sectional design sampled four registrar training groups: one from the Australian College of Rural and Remote 

Medicine, one Australian general practice training rural only, and two Australian general practice training rural and general pathway 
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regional training providers. Registrars (451) completed a questionnaire that gathered basic demographics and a personality trait 

profile using the Temperament and Character Inventory plus a measure of resilience. Statistical analysis explored the relationships 

between variables (multivariate analyses of variance) and compared levels of traits between registrar groups (analyses of variance). 

Results:  Registrars training via the Australian College of Rural and Remote Medicine pathway were more likely to be male, older, 

have a definite interest in or already practising in a rural area and were significantly (with moderate effect sizes) lower in levels of 

harm avoidance and higher in persistence, self-directedness and resilience compared to the other training pathways. 

Conclusions:  The implications of the data to the recruitment and training of general practice registrars goes further than 

identifying groups of individuals with similar temperament and character trait patterns. This sample is portrayed as relatively 

homogenous in light of their overall trait levels as compared to population norms. However, it is the combination of the levels of 

individual traits that suggests a profile that differs between registrars on a rural or general training path. Importantly the combination 

of trait levels that tend to differentiate registrars (low harm avoidance, high self-directedness and persistence) correlates strongly 

with high levels of resilience. Doctors and medical students benefit from a high level of resilience to cope with and manage the 

challenges of the profession and arguably more so in rural practice. Along with certain demographic characteristics, the combination 

and levels of temperament (stable) and character (developmental) traits support the notion of a mixture of personal traits that may 

be indicative of individuals best suited to rural and remote medicine. Further investigation is needed to determine whether 

individuals with a certain pattern of personal traits are attracted to rural practice training or whether the training itself, in part by 

exposure to rural life and rural medical practice, selects for those who are most suited to and will eventually choose to practice in a 

rural location. 

 

Key words: Australia, GP registrars, personality, recruitment, rural general practice, vocational training. 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

The literature devoted to issues concerning the rural health 

workforce is prevalent and robust throughout the world. The 

common concern across this literature is one of providing 

adequate and equitable health care to people who live in rural 

and remote locations1. While geography is the ubiquitous 

factor underlying the difficulties of providing this health care, 

cultural and socioeconomic factors are also contributing 

concerns to recruiting and retaining a health workforce who 

can cope with the professional and personal requirements of 

working in challenging environments. 

 

Australia has attempted to reverse this inequity on many 

levels, most prominently through education, both 

undergraduate and postgraduate. The Rural Incentives 

Program of 1992 was the catalyst for rural workforce 

initiatives at the undergraduate level followed closely by the 

development of a national network of rural clinical schools 

across the major Australian medical schools during 2000–

20012,3. In 1997, Flinders University in South Australia took 

a truly innovative step and began the first longitudinal 

integrated clerkship4,5, which was modelled on successful 

programs already established in North America6-13. Since 

2000, Australian medical schools have embarked on a variety 

of rurally focused clinical programs employing a mixture of 

rural clinical placements from several weeks to a year14-21. 

 

The growing consensus from more than 20 years of research 

is that the best predictors of medical students intending to 

and taking up a rural medical career are rural background22,23 

and positive rural experiences during medical school11,15,24,25. 

A recent study by Jones et al26 using a large Australia-wide 

student sample provided confirmatory data on the positive 

association between medical students’ intention to become a 

rural doctor and exposure to rural practice during clinical 

placements. However, they found that the best predictors 
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were having a rural background and an intention to go rural 

early in their medical studies26. 

 

Likewise at the postgraduate vocational training level, in 

particular for general practice, there have been various 

initiatives such as rural training places and incentive payments 

for general practice registrars to train on a rural general 

practice pathway. The system that has been in place for the 

last decade is Commonwealth Government led, to train and 

support early-career general practitioners (GPs) to practise in 

rural Australia27. The Commonwealth Government funds 

General Practice Education and Training to deliver Australian 

general practice training through 17 regional training 

providers (RTPs)28. The RTPs are accredited to provide both 

a general training pathway (3 years), leading to the 

Fellowship of Royal Australian College of General Practice 

(ACRRM), and a rural pathway (4 years) resulting in 

Fellowship of ACRRM. Additionally, the ACRRM delivers 

unique rural training, the Independent Pathway, which 

comprises 4 years of distance supported education and allows 

registrars to train while working in their own rural or remote 

practice. 

 

Parallel to these strategies has been an underlying notion that 

it takes a certain type of person to live and work in rural 

clinical practice. The stuff of folklore perhaps but there 

continue to be similarities between today’s long-serving rural 

doctors and those of decades ago – living and working in 

professional isolation with enormous responsibility and few 

resources. In support of this notion there is a substantial 

literature around the influence of personality traits on 

individual career decisions with several studies identifying 

personality characteristics and their association with speciality 

choices in most medical disciplines29-34. 

 

Several studies have focused on how personality profiles 

portray individuals choosing or with the intention of choosing 

certain medical disciplines30,33,35,36, and how traits might 

further differentiate between rural and non-rural doctors and 

medical students37-39, nurses and nursing students40,41, and 

allied health professionals42. Personality can never be a lone 

predictor of an individual’s career choice and the same can be 

said about choice of rural or non-rural context. Nevertheless 

it is not unreasonable to presume that certain people are 

attracted to specific attributes of a job or lifestyle, and studies 

show that personality attributes can differ significantly 

between rural and urban doctors working in obviously 

different life and work contexts37,39. 

 

Alongside this concept is a vital attribute for rural living: 

resilience. Resilient individuals tend to recover quickly from 

setbacks or trauma, learn from their experience, and are 

better able to cope with challenges in life43. Doctors and 

medical students benefit from a high degree of resilience to 

manage the challenges of the profession such as high 

workload, emotional and physical demands and patient 

expectations44. It may be argued that even higher levels of 

resilience may be required of doctors working or training in a 

rural environment. Therefore this study aimed to take a step 

further toward understanding if personality traits influence a 

rural or non-rural practice choice by describing the 

predominant personalities of existing registrars on either a 

rural or general GP training pathway. 

 

This study strives to obtain more information about which 

individuals choose rural medicine and with this information 

how recruitment, training and retention of a future 

workforce may be enhanced. While this rationale has been 

explored with medical students using intention as the 

dependent variable, registrars are that much closer to their 

final career choice, and therefore may provide more reliable 

indicators of the notion of ‘who attracts whom’ to work in 

rural medicine. 

 

Methods 
 

Participants 
 

From 2011 to 2013, a cross-sectional design sampled GP 

registrars across all states in Australia. Three distinct 

Australian vocational training pathways for general practice 

were studied. The study sample comprised four groups. 

Three came from RTPs – one each in the states of 
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Queensland (Qld), South Australia (SA) and Western 

Australia (WA) – and one from ACRRM’s Independent 

Pathway, representing trainees across Australia. 

 

Measures 
 

A self-report questionnaire included the Temperament and 

Character Inventory (TCI-R140) to identify the seven basic 

dimensions of personality45, and the Resilience Scale, which 

measures the essential characteristics of resilience46. Basic 

sociodemographics were also collected (gender, age, marital 

status, rural background, considering oneself rural, intention 

to practice rurally, training pathway, intern training location, 

membership of a rural club during medical school, attended a 

rural clinical school). Questionnaires were administered by 

each training group using identical versions either hard copy, 

administered in a classroom situation, or online (Survey 

Monkey). 

 

Temperament and character  
 

The TCI is based on Cloninger’s psychobiological theory of 

personality, which distinguishes between the personality 

domains of moderately stable temperament traits that vary 

according to individual differences in behavioural 

conditioning (ie the emotional core of personality), and 

character traits that develop across the lifespan toward 

socially approved norms (ie the cognitive domain of 

personality)47,48. The TCI is validated in adult populations 

across the world including the USA, Australia, Europe, Israel 

and Asia, and each scale correlates with other tests of 

personality, including the five-factor personality model49, 

performing as well or better than other modern tests in 

predicting mature coping50,51. The 140-item version, using a 

five-point Likert scale from 1 (‘absolutely false’) to 5 

(‘absolutely true’), was administered. The four temperament 

traits are novelty seeking, harm avoidance, reward 

dependence and persistence. The three character traits are 

self-directedness, cooperativeness and self-transcendence. 

Each trait is multifaceted. High and low descriptors are 

summarised in Table 1. 

 

Resilience  
 

The Resilience Scale is a self-reported measure of an 

individual’s ability to respond to adversity. The 26-item 

version uses a seven-point Likert-scale from 1 (‘strongly 

disagree’) to 7 (‘strongly agree’). The scale reflects five core 

characteristics of resilience: perseverance, equanimity, 

meaningfulness, self-reliance and existential aloneness52. 

Perseverance indicates a willingness to persist despite 

adversity. Equanimity refers to balance – the ability to ‘take 

what comes’ in life. Meaningfulness is the acknowledgement 

that life has a purpose and is therefore worth living. Self-

reliance reflects an individual’s self-belief and their 

dependence on their own strengths and past success to 

support their decisions. Existential aloneness is the awareness 

that every person is unique and this realisation allows a sense 

of independence and freedom. This study’s analysis used the 

single composite score of resilience as its primary planned 

criterion of resilience; the study also explored relations with 

the subscales to clarify understanding. 

 

Analysis 
 

Tests of normality (Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic) showed 

the TCI and Resilience Scale scores for the whole sample 

were normally distributed. The internal consistency 

(Cronbach alpha) of the Resilience Scale was 0.89, the TCI 

ranged from 0.84 to 0.88 for character and from 0.76 to 0.89 

for the temperament scales. Chi-squared tests examined 

proportions in the demographic variables. The relationships 

between demographic characteristics and traits levels were 

investigated using a series of multivariate analyses of variance 

(MANOVAs) with Bonferroni post-hoc correction to identify 

differences between variables and an adjusted α=0.01 to 

increase sensitivity. ANOVA with post-hoc comparisons 

examined differences in trait levels between the four registrar 

groups. These tests used α=0.05 with an accompanying 95% 

confidence level. All data were analysed using Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences v22 (SPSS Inc., http://www. 

spss.com). 
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Table 1:  High and low descriptors for each temperament and character trait of the Temperament and Character 

Inventory 
 

 
 
 
 

Ethics approval 
 

Ethics approval was obtained through the National Ethics 

Application Form of the National Health and Medical 

Research Council of Australia and subsequent approval from 

the University of Queensland (#2010001618), University of 

Adelaide (#H-047-2011) and Flinders University (#5134). 
 

Results 
 
Demographics 
 

The questionnaire was completed by 451 out of 

785 registrars identified, giving a response rate of 57%. 

 
Table 2 shows the demographic variables across and between the 

four registrar groups. The whole sample was primarily female 

(59%) and aged 22–31 years (44%), married or partnered (77%) 
and on the rural training pathway (70%). Looking between groups 

shows that significantly more ACCRM registrars were 

male (58%). The SA and WA registrars were mainly female (65% 
and 77% respectively). Younger registrars (22–31 years) were 

more prevalent in SA and WA, and older groups (42–51, 52–
61 years) more prevalent among ACRRM registrars. Qld and 

ACRRM registrars were exclusively in the rural training pathway 

while the majority of registrars in SA and WA were on the general 

path. 

 

The majority of all registrars did their intern training in an 

urban or metropolitan hospital. Significantly more Qld (42%) 

and ACRRM (39%) registrars interned in a regional hospital 

while SA and WA registrars interned almost exclusively in 

urban or metropolitan areas (81% and 73% respectively), 

reflecting the geography of SA and WA (very few regional 

hospitals can accommodate intern training). Significantly 

more ACRRM registrars considered themselves to be ‘rural’ 

and reported a definite interest in practising rurally or were 

already training in a rural location. 
 
Comparison of temperament and character trait 
levels of the registrar sample with population norms 
 

The mean raw scores for each temperament and character 

trait were ranked against the population norms for the TCI by 

group and total sample53. Looking at the combined sample 

and each individual registrar group showed that they all 

ranked ‘average’ in the temperament traits of novelty seeking 

and harm avoidance, ‘very high’ in reward dependence and 

persistence, ‘very high’ in the character traits, self-

directedness and cooperativeness and ‘very low’ in self-

transcendence compared to population norms. 
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Table 2:  Demographic variables for the four registrar training groups 

 
Demographic item Qld 

(n,%) 
SA 
(n,%) 

WA 
(n,%) 

ACRRM 
(n,%) 

Sex (Χ2=36.64 (3), p=0.000) 
 Male 32a, b  

44.4% 
36b, c  
34.6% 

29c  
23.4% 

88a  
58.3% 

 Female 40a, b 
55.6% 

68b, c  
65.4% 

95c  
76.6% 

63a  
41.7% 

Age group (years) (Χ2=56.35 (9), p=0.000) 
 22–31  27a, b 

37.5% 
59c 

57.8% 
68b, c 
55.3% 

41a 
27.2% 

 32–41  31a 
43.1% 

30a 
29.4% 

44a 
35.8% 

54a 
35.8% 

 42–51 12a, b 
16.7% 

8b 
7.8% 

10b 
8.1% 

35a 
23.2% 

 52–61  2a, b 
2.8% 

5a, b 
4.9% 

1b 
0.8% 

21a 
13.9% 

Marital status 
 Married/partnered 57a 

80.3% 
77a 

74.0% 
93a 

75.6% 
117a 
77.5% 

 Single 14a 
19.7% 

27a 
26.0% 

30a 
24.4% 

34a 
22.5% 

GP training pathway (Χ2=188.92 (3), p=0.000) 
 General 0a 

0.0% 
64b 

61.5% 
68b 

57.6% 
0a 

0.0% 
 Rural  72a 

100.0% 
40b 

38.5% 
50b 

42.4% 
151a 

100.0% 

Intern training location (Χ2=76.21 (6), p=0.000) 
 Regional hospital 30a 

41.7% 
7b 

6.7% 
9b 

7.3% 
59a 

39.1% 
 Urban/metropolitan 34a 

47.2% 
84b 

80.8% 
90b 

73.2% 
64a 

42.4% 
 Mixture of both 8a 

11.1% 
13a 

12.5% 
24a 

19.5% 
28a 

18.5% 
Consider oneself rural  
(Χ2=82.61 (3), p=0.000) 

28a 
39.4% 

21b 
20.4% 

33a, b 
26.6% 

106c 
70.7% 

Interest in practising rurally (Χ2=86.93 (6), p=0.000) 
 Already practising 17a, b 

23.6% 
9c 

8.7% 
18b, c 

14.5% 
51a 

33.8% 
 Definite interest 38a, b 

52.8% 
42b 

40.4% 
50b 

40.3% 
92a 

60.9% 
 No interest 17a 

23.6% 
53b 

51.0% 
56b 

45.2% 
8c 

5.3% 
Rural club 
 Yes  27a 

40.3% 
33a 

32.0% 
44a 

35.5% 
68a 

45.3% 
 No 40a 

59.7% 
70a 

68.0% 
80a 

64.5% 
82a 

54.7% 
Rural clinical school 
 Yes  6a 

22.2% 
15a 

28.8% 
15a 

20.0% 
55a 

36.9% 
 No 21a 

77.8% 
37a 

71.2% 
60a 

80.0% 
94a 

63.1% 
a, b, c Subsets of group categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from each other at the 0.05 significance level. 
ACRRM, Australian College of Rural and Remote Medicine. GP, general practitioner. Qld, Queensland, SA, South Australia, WA, 
Western Australia. 
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Effect of demographic variables on temperament 
and character trait levels in the combined sample 
 

The MANOVA showed that several demographic variables 

had significant main effects on the levels of traits in the 

sample, most with medium effect sizes (partial eta2). Table 3 

outlines the significant main effects of each independent 

variable with the univariate follow-up. Where appropriate, 

post-hoc testing identified where differences occurred. The 

only interaction detected was between age and gender 

(F=1.73; (24, 1192), p=0.001; eta2=0.03%) for reward 

dependence (F=6.12 (3), p=0.000; eta2=0.04%). 

 

Being female, younger and married inclined towards higher 

levels of harm avoidance, reward dependence and 

cooperativeness while being older tended towards higher 

levels of resilience. Considering oneself rural and having a 

strong interest in rural practice showed higher levels of 

persistence, self-directedness and resilience. Registrars who 

belonged to a rural club while at medical school tended 

toward lower levels of harm avoidance, with higher 

persistence, self-directedness, cooperativeness and resilience. 

 

Comparison of temperament and character traits 
levels between registrar groups 
 

There were significant differences between the four registrar 

groups in most traits. ACRRM registrars have significantly 

lower of levels of harm avoidance and higher levels of 

persistence, self-directedness and resilience compared to all 

other groups. Table 4 shows the moderate to strong effect 

sizes associated with these differences. ACRRM registrars 

were also found to be lower in levels of reward dependence 

and Qld registrars lower in cooperativeness but with a small 

effect size. 

 

Because all ACRRM and Qld registrars train in a rural 

pathway, the authors looked for trait level differences 

between the rural and general paths and found that all general 

path registrars had higher levels of reward dependence 

compared to all rural path registrars (t=3.46, 439; 

p=0.001). Rural and general path registrars in just the SA and 

WA RTP groups were compared, but there was no significant 

differences between them in any trait. 
 

Discussion 
 

This article builds on previous work that increasingly portrays 

doctors who work in and students who intend to work in 

rural and remote locations with a profile of temperament and 

character traits different to that of their urban 

counterparts37,38,54 This profile is most notable by levels of 

harm avoidance that are lower and persistence and self-

directedness that are higher than for doctors and students 

who are not or do not intend on practising rurally. This 

combination of trait levels has been shown to correlate 

strongly with high levels of resilience, which the findings of 

the present study corroborate55. 

 

This sample includes GP registrars training across three 

distinct Australian vocational training pathways. However, 

only the registrars in the independent rural pathway of 

ACRRM portrayed the above profile and differed significantly 

from the other three groups. It is notable that the Qld 

registrars, also training with an Australian general practice 

training provider but offering only a rural training pathway, 

showed similar but non-significant trends in most trait levels 

to the ACRRM registrars. Furthermore, when just the 

pathways were compared, the only difference seen was 

higher levels of reward dependence amongst the general path 

registrars compared to rural path registrars. Looking at just 

the SA and WA RTPs and comparing their rural and the 

general path registrars, no differences were detected. 

 

These data suggest that individuals training with the SA and 

WA training providers are attracting similar individuals in 

regards to levels of certain temperament and character traits, 

regardless of their chosen training path. This may be 

explained in part by the differences in training programs: 

general and rural training paths are offered in both SA and 

WA, whereas only rural pathways are offered in Qld and by 

ACRRM. This factor may attract doctors who have similar 
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backgrounds, career interests and, it would seem, trait 

profiles. Qualitative research associated with this study 

explored the many personal reasons why registrars might 

choose a particular training provider or pathway. These will 

be reported elsewhere. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to 

assume that registrars with a strong interest and intention to 

practise rurally would seek out a training provider with a 

rural focus (ie ACRRM or the Qld RTP), which allows 

exclusive clinical exposure and lifestyle in a rural setting. In 

contrast, the SA and WA RTPs offer a more integrated 

program between the rural and general pathways, which may 

be attracting doctors who, even though they are training on 

the rural path, are not as firmly devoted to future rural 

practice. 

 

The demographic characteristics of the sample highlight 

several significant differences between the registrar groups. 

Compared to the WA and SA registrars, the ACRRM and 

QLD registrars are mostly male, older, consider themselves 

to be ‘rural’, have a definite interest in rural practice and are 

interned in a regional hospital. These different demographic 

characteristics are important because the MANOVA 

highlighted significant main effects of several demographic 

variables on levels of personality traits, and these fit with the 

differences seen between the four registrar groups. For 

example, gender shows a strong effect size on levels of harm 

avoidance, reward dependence and cooperativeness. The 

univariate tests showed that women are higher in levels of 

each of these traits, and this may contribute to the higher 

levels of these traits among the WA and SA registrars, who 

were primarily female. Correspondingly, the fewer female 

ACRRM registrars may have contributed to lower levels of 

harm avoidance and reward dependence seen in that group.  

 

Age also shows moderate effects on harm avoidance and 

resilience, with older age groups lower in levels of harm 

avoidance and higher in resilience, congruent with the levels 

of each found in the older ACRRM cohort. Similarly, 

reporting a stronger interest in practising rurally and 

considering oneself to be ‘rural’ (ie rural background, 

experience, lifestyle) were associated with lower harm 

avoidance and higher persistence, self-directedness and 

resilience. These were the same trends seen to be significant 

among ACRRM registrars. 

 

It was unexpected to find that belonging to a rural club 

showed a low to moderate effect on levels of most traits: 

harm avoidance, persistence, self-directedness, 

cooperativeness and resilience. Overall, 40% of the sample 

reported belonging to a rural club but there were no 

differences in the proportions between the four registrar 

groups. The degree of exposure to rural lifestyle and clinical 

practice varies widely between rural clubs, and membership 

ranges from students who are devoted to rural medicine to 

those just wanting to get some experience. It might be 

supposed that interest in belonging to a rural club is in part a 

reflection of an individual’s attitudes toward rural 

experiences and supports studies that show exposure to rural 

practice and life during medical training can dispel 

preconceptions, good and bad, about its realities56. However, 

in this respect it is hard to explain why attending a rural 

clinical school did not show a similar main effect on some 

traits. A possible explanation might be that rural club 

membership is completely voluntary whereas some rural 

clinical schools must ballot students to meet their quota and 

therefore it is likely that some do not have a strong interest in 

a rural career. The present study can only speculate that this 

difference may have some influence on eventual training 

choice. 

 

It is of note that the sample’s average temperament and 

character trait levels compared to population norms show 

them as average in novelty seeking and harm avoidance, very 

high in reward dependence, self-directedness, persistence and 

cooperativeness, and very low in self-transcendence. This 

profile has been shown previously as a combination of trait 

levels common to high-functioning and psychologically 

mature personalities57. In particular, being high in both self-

directedness and cooperativeness is consistently related to a 

healthy character. Additionally, this sample was also low in 

levels of self-transcendence which indicates a character that is 

organised and mature. Persons with organised characters tend 

to be practical, strong willed and goal oriented, and most 

often emerge as leaders among their peers58. 
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Table 3:  MANOVA summary: Effects of demographic variables on dependent variables (temperament and 

character traits and resilience) 

 
Demographic item Harm avoidance 

(HA) 
Reward 

dependence 
(RD) 

Persistence (PS) Self-directedness  
(SD) 

Cooperativeness 
(CO) 

Resilience 
(res) 

Sex 
(F=4.95; (8, 411), 
p=.000; Eta2 = .08%): 

Female = higher 
HA  F=13.01; (1, 
418), p=0.000; eta2 
= 0.03% 

Female = higher 
RD  F=20.35; (1, 
418), p=0.000; eta2 = 
0.05% 

  Female = higher 
CO   F=5.62; (1, 
418), p=0.01; eta2 = 
0.01% 

 

Age 
F=2.183; (24, 1192), 
p=0.001; eta2 = 0.04% 

Youngest =  
higher HA F=3.13;  
(3, 418), p=0.03;  
eta2 = 0.02% 

    Oldest 52–61 year  
= higher res 
F=4.10; (3, 418), 
p=0.01;  
eta2 = 0.03% 

Marital status  
F=2.38; (8, 415), 
p=0.016; eta2 = 4%  

 Married = higher 
RD   F=7.31; (1, 
418), p=0.007; eta2 = 
0.02% 

    

Consider self rural 
(yes/no) 
F=2.31; (8, 414), 
p=0.02; eta2 = 4% 

  Yes = higher PS 
F=13.20; (1, 421), 
p=0.001;  
eta2 = 0.03% 

  Yes = higher res 
F=4.50; (1, 421), 
p=0.03; eta2 = 
0.01% 

Rural club (yes/no) 
F=3.08; (8, 264), 
p=0.000; eta2 = 0.08% 

Yes = lower HA 
F=4.14 ; (1,271), 
p=0.04;  
eta2 = 0.02% 

 Yes = higher PS 
F=9.28; (1, 271), 
p=0.003; eta2 = 
0.03% 

Yes = higher SD 
F=14.14; (1, 271), 
p=.001; eta2 = 0.05% 

Yes = higher CO 
F=9.27; (1, 271), 
p=0.003; eta2 = 
0.03% 

Yes = higher res 
F=15.17 ; (1, 271), 
p=0.0001; eta2 = 
0.05% 

Interest  
F=1.86; (16, 788), 
p=0.02; eta2 = 0.04% 

  Strong interest = 
highest PS F=3.38; 
(2, 401) p=0.03;  
eta2 = 0.02% 

Strong interest  
= highest SD 
F=6.41; (2, 401), 
p=0.002;  
eta2= 0.03% 

Strong interest  
= highest CO 
F=8.43; (2, 401), 
p=0.001;  
eta2 = 0.04% 

 

 

 

 

 

There are several limitations of this study to be considered. 

The design is cross-sectional and therefore excludes any 

causal conclusions. Furthermore, the self-selected and self-

reported nature of data has potential for bias from 

participants. However, this study’s data, although not 

generalisable, was gathered across several states and the 

findings support previous research in this area. 

 

Implications for rural doctor training 
 

The implications of the data to the recruitment and training 

of GP registrars goes further than identifying groups of 

individuals with similar personality trait patterns. Although 

the whole sample is portrayed as relatively homogenous in 

comparison to population norms it is the combination of the 

levels of individual traits that the literature continues to 

suggest is different between rural and non-rural doctors37,39,54 

and, as this article has shown, between registrars on a rural or 

general training pathway. 

 

Importantly, the combination of trait levels that tends to 

differentiate registrars (low harm avoidance, high self-

directedness and persistence) correlate strongly with high 

levels of resilience and corroborate previous research55. It can 

be argued that resilience is not a trait on its own but is driven 

by an individual’s combination of stable temperament traits, 

which equip every individual with a certain capacity for 

resilience, and is further developed by character traits that are 

influenced by one’s environment, life experiences and 

personal challenges. 
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Table 4:  ANOVA comparing all four registrar training groups in levels of temperament and character traits and 

resilience 

 

  

N Likert 
scale 
mean 

Standard  
deviation 

95% confidence interval for 
mean 

Univariate F statistic from 
MANOVA 

Partial eta2 

Lower 
bound 

Upper 
bound 

Novelty seeking Qld 72 2.63 0.43 2.5260 2.7295 
  

SA 104 2.71 0.43 2.6220 2.7896 
  

WA 123 2.68 0.37 2.6134 2.7443 
  

ACRRM 150 2.65 0.39 2.5882 2.7144 
  

Total 449 2.67 0.40 2.6305 2.7049 
  

Harm avoidance Qld 72 2.75 0.62 2.6047 2.8953 
  

SA 104 2.90 0.60 2.7872 3.0224 
  

WA 123 2.82 0.61 2.7127 2.9296 
  

ACRRM† 149 2.47 0.57 2.3798 2.5658 F=13.12 (3, 424), p=0.000 0.08% 
Total 448 2.71 0.62 2.6556 2.7710 

  
Reward 
dependence 

Qld† 72 3.42 0.47 3.3086 3.5289 
  

SA 104 3.51 0.48 3.4107 3.5999 
  

WA 123 3.57 0.47 3.4912 3.6601 
  

ACRRM† 149 3.39 0.51 3.3085 3.4741 F=3.67 (3, 424), p=0.012 0.03% 
Total 448 3.47 0.49 3.4270 3.5185 

  
Persistence Qld 72 3.51 0.46 3.4058 3.6233 

  
SA 104 3.45 0.48 3.3632 3.5493 

  
WA 123 3.48 0.47 3.3946 3.5615 

  
ACRRM† 148 3.73 0.48 3.6543 3.8105 F=10.72 (3, 424), p=0.000 0.07% 
Total 447 3.56 0.48 3.5178 3.6084 

  
Self-directedness Qld 72 3.79 0.44 3.6961 3.9011 

  
SA 103 3.71 0.51 3.6132 3.8121 

  
WA 120 3.78 0.47 3.6962 3.8679 

  
ACRRM† 149 3.96 0.49 3.8868 4.0474 F=8.73 (3, 424), p=0.000 0.06% 
Total 444 3.83 0.49 3.7847 3.8767 

  
Cooperativeness Qld† 72 3.89 0.38 3.8074 3.9857 F=3.90 (3, 424), p=0.009 0.03% 

SA 103 4.05 0.37 3.9804 4.1255 
  

WA 120 4.02 0.43 3.9463 4.1012 
  

ACRRM 150 4.05 0.43 3.9840 4.1240 
  

Total 445 4.02 0.41 3.9817 4.0585 
  

Self-transcendence Qld 72 2.66 0.63 2.5153 2.8106 
  

SA 104 2.56 0.72 2.4226 2.7022 
  

WA 123 2.65 0.68 2.5392 2.7805 
  

ACRRM 150 2.68 0.65 2.5796 2.7894 
  

Total 449 2.64 0.67 2.5839 2.7081 
  

Resilience Qld 71 144.34 11.95 141.51 147.17 
  

SA 100 138.45 16.73 135.13 141.77 
  

WA 123 142.09 16.03 139.23 144.95 
  

ACRRM† 146 149.73 15.56 147.19 152.28 F=11.79 (3, 424), p=0.000 0.08% 
Total 440 144.16 16.01 142.66 145.66 

  † Post hoc Tukey’s test indicating the group significantly different to the others 
ACRRM, Australian College of Rural and Remote Medicine. GP, general practitioner. Qld, Queensland, SA, South Australia, WA, Western Australia. 
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Considering first the temperament trait harm avoidance, as 

pessimistic worry in anticipation of problems, it is a measure 

of general anxiety. People with low harm avoidance tend to 

more accepting of uncertainty and a degree of risk, decisive 

and confident and overall less anxious – all of which are key 

attributes for a rural doctor. While harm avoidance indicates 

an emotional drive to avoid harm (i.e. avoid risks and 

uncertain situations), even as a relatively stable temperament 

trait, there are ways that high levels of harm avoidance could 

be moderated through training activities to increase self-

awareness. Examples are identifying cues that trigger anxiety, 

encouraging activities that take a trainee out of their ‘comfort 

zone’ (under supervision) and challenging them to deal with 

uncertainty, or developing activities to gradually increase 

confidence, and even learning relaxation methods. 

 

Another temperament trait is reward dependence, which 

typifies behaviour in response to cues of social reward. This 

study is congruent with previous work showing women as 

higher in levels of reward dependence compared to men. 

People who are lower in reward dependence tend to be more 

independent, not strongly influenced by others and not as 

social or socially driven. On the other hand, high reward 

dependence is indicative of people who are warm and 

friendly, traits that are desirable for doctors. Yet in certain 

situations high reward dependence must be carefully 

‘balanced’ in context with the individual’s degree of social 

attachment and dependence. Certain situations could be 

particularly problematic for doctors in small communities 

where social attachment to patients as friends may cloud 

clinical judgement. Role play and scenarios could raise 

awareness of potential issues and how a trainee might cope in 

similar situations. 

 

Persistence is the temperament trait that represents 

behaviour despite frustration, fatigue and reinforcement. 

People who are high in persistence are industrious, ambitious 

and hard working. It is common for high-achieving, 

intelligent individuals to be very high in levels of persistence 

and this study sample, along with previous work, consistently 

demonstrates this in medical doctors and students. However, 

excessively high levels of persistence can lead to a 

perfectionist attitude. This is a particular dilemma for 

doctors. Perfectionism promotes harsh judgements by self 

and others and is a precursor to depression and burnout. 

Training might address a perfectionist attitude by helping the 

individual accept their limitations, to learn from failure and 

to set realistic goals. Low persistence might be increased by 

working on accomplishment of tasks with intermittent 

rewards and sticking with a task until it is complete. 

 

The character trait self-directedness represents the self-

concept of being responsible and goal oriented. Individuals 

high in levels of self-directedness are responsible, 

conscientious and self-accepted. Self-directedness is the most 

definitive predictor of a mature and resilient personality57. 

Therefore high self-directedness has many advantages and is a 

positive moderator of other traits and trait combinations that 

would otherwise be less desirable. Low levels of self-

directedness could be enhanced through training by focusing 

on goal setting and achievement activities with an increased 

awareness of responsibilities. 

 

Conclusions 
 

Doctors and medical students benefit from a high level of 

resilience to cope with and manage the challenges of the 

profession, arguably more so for rural practice. Along with 

certain demographic characteristics, the combination and 

levels of temperament (stable) and character (developmental) 

traits provide support for the notion of a mixture of personal 

characteristics that may be indicative of individuals best suited 

to rural and remote medicine. Further investigation is needed 

to determine whether individuals with a certain pattern of 

personal traits are attracted to rural practice training or 

whether the training itself, in part by exposure to rural life 

and rural medical practice, selects for those who are most 

suited to and will eventually choose to practice in a rural 

location. The former suggests that identifying individuals 

with a particular trait pattern could be beneficial in 

recruitment and counselling toward a rural clinical career. 
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The latter suggests that the current initiatives and training 

programs in place at the undergraduate and postgraduate 

medical education level are vital in attracting and maintaining 

the level of interest and continuity of training for those 

individuals who have intentions toward a rural career. These 

scenarios are not mutually exclusive, which highlights the 

importance of providing sustained rural training 

opportunities to both attract and retain Australia’s future 

rural workforce. 
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